
SERVING 
The toss is the most important part of the serve 

1. Footwork/without a ball- 3 minutes  

a- All players line on the end line, holding a ball 
b- Ball should be placed on the opposite hand 
c- Toss the ball and let it bounce  
d- Ball should land by your instep 

  

1- Trapping the ball against the wall- 50 Times; Each player with a ball 

1. Stands with feet slightly staggered 

2. Ball on the opposite hand – shoulders high 

3. Hitting hand on top of the ball 

4. Toss the ball 3 feet above your head 

5. Step with the opposite foot  

6. Trap the ball high and strong 

7. Hand should be on back top of the ball 

 

2- Serving to a partner across the net - 15’ away from the net; 25 touches each 

a- Use the same technique used in trapping the ball 

b- Contact should always be high 

c- At the point of contact snap your wrist  

d- Finish your swing (thumb and thigh- your thumb should touch your thigh) 

e- The three middle fingers should point to target 
 

3- 2 MINUTES INDIVIDUAL SERVING –  

a- Each player serve/retreats their ball/serve again from the same spot 

b- Players should keep count of their successful serves 

c- Losers will perform one suiside 

4- Serving Relay - 3 minutes 

Objectives: 
Practice serving with some pressure. 

1. Make two even teams. 
2. The first player from each team serves. 
3. The player must go and retrieve their serve. 
4. If they missed their serve they must perform 5 pushups as the drill is in progress 
5. Once the serve is made and retrieved,  the ball can be passed to the next server. 
6. Count the number of  successful serves  
7. Continue until 3 minutes are up 
8. Encourage the players to run faster, as to get more chances to serve 
9. Losers will perform 10 pushups 
10. Players should cheer for one another 



Serve Reception Rules 
 

 Three communication points: pre-call, informational, and possession.  
Follow every ball out to the line, and every short ball to the net. 
Charge any serve going into net. 
Use your hands on any high serve. 
Two people at every ball in a seam. 
Only one step backwards allowed for the forearm pass. 
Platform to the target. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Effective areas to Tip  
The X's represent base defenses,  

The white areas represent areas that are defended easily 

The gray areas represent areas that tips are more difficult to defend. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Base- (A defensive term) 

 

 


